Changing Answer To Question #3 on Farm Evaluation
Date: __________________
Member ID: _____________ Member Name: ____________________________________________
Assessor Parcel Number(s): ___________________________________________________________
Contact Phone: ____________________________ Contact Email: ____________________________
Question 3 on Farm Evaluation: Does your farm have the potential to discharge sediment to off‐farm
surface waters?
Question 3 on the Farm Evaluation is designed to identify fields that have the potential to discharge
sediment or the potential for sediment erosion due to irrigation runoff and/or runoff during typical
heavy rainfall events into streams or waterways.

If practices are in place to prevent sediment discharge/erosion, Question 3 should be
answered “Yes” and the practices implemented should be recorded on Part D (Sediment &
Erosion Control Practices) of the Farm Evaluation.
You will also need to record this information on the Sediment Discharge and Erosion Control
Plan that must be certified and kept on farm.
If you misunderstood question 3 on the Farm Evaluation that you returned to the East San Joaquin
Water Quality Coalition AND you incorrectly circled “Yes”, please answer the questions below. Then
sign the bottom, return to the Coalition, and keep a copy for your records. Once the Coalition receives
this completed questionnaire, your answer to Question 3 will be updated to “No” based on this
information.
Question 1: During an irrigation event, do the listed parcels have the potential to mobilize and/or erode
sediment resulting in sediment discharge to nearby waterways when no sediment/erosion control
practices are in place?
YES
NO
If No, list reason: ____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Question 2: During typical heavy rain events, do the listed parcels have the potential to mobilize and/or
erode sediment resulting in sediment discharge to nearby waterways when no sediment/erosion control
practices are in place?
YES
NO
If No, list reason: ____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
If you answer “Yes” to any of the questions above, Question 3 on the Farm Evaluation should also
remain “Yes” and there is no need to submit this form.
I certify that the parcels listed above do not have the potential to discharge sediment to nearby surface
waters and I incorrectly answered “Yes” to Question 3 (Part A) of my Farm Evaluation. I request that my
answer be changed to “No” for the reasons described above.
Signed: ________________________________________________________
Name: _________________________________________________________
To be accepted by ESJQWC, this form must be completely filled out.
Download this form to your computer, open it up in your PDF Viewer, fill it out, save it and then:
Email it to contactesj@esjcoalition.org

OR Mail it to:

East San Joaquin Water Quality Coalition 1201 L Street Modesto CA 95354

